L.-J. Li). # These authors contributed equally to this work. Fig. 2. Changes and potential mechanisms of the major gut microbiota of ulcerative colitis (UC) and chronic liver disease when treated by TCMs. Blue font represents TCM, green font shows increased flora in the experiment, and red font shows decreased flora. The dotted arrow indicates the direction of action, and the text on the dotted line represents the underlying mechanism. Blue dotted lines indicate other potential mechanisms of action. GLP-2: glucagon-like peptide-2; HDAC: histone deacetylases;
. Changes and potential mechanisms of the major gut microbiota of obesity and Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) when treated by TCMs. Blue font represents TCM, green font shows increased flora in the experiment, and red font shows decreased flora. The dotted arrow indicates the direction of action, and the text on the dotted line represents the underlying mechanism. Blue dotted lines indicate other potential mechanisms of action.
